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General Situation in Batman

Yazidis asylum seekers crisis has deepened day by day, but the international community has not 

undertaken any liability for overcoming about this crisis. Local people criticizing International 

organizations particularly UNHRC because of not asking or taking care of Yazidis asylum seekers 

who has fled from killing and accommodated Batman city by help of Batman municipality. Mr. 

Ekmen told us that people are asking question about UNHRC and its responsibilities and they have 

lost their faith about international organizations, in interviews with Mr. Ekmen about Yazidis who 

are Director of Batman Guesthouse. Our basic observation is that the international organizations 

remain silent about the Yazidis.  It is possible that the number of asylum seekers will reach to 

100.000 according to IMPR field observations. Therefore, international organizations, particularly 

the UNHCR and the other must support the urgent basic aids to asylum seekers in the field.
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General Settlement Status of Refugees in Batman

Batman Local Coordination Center are trying to settle Yazidis asylum seekers in provinces who 

are have entered from different locations to Turkey. In this context, as of 02.09.2014 the number 

of Yezidis placed in Batman reached to 3.200. However, within a very short time the number is 

expected to reach 10,000. While the report was written at 02.09.2014 a new place quickly was 

prepared for nearly 1.000 Yazidis.

Important parts of the Yazidis are placed in Public Houses in Batman. There are 3 public Houses. 

Although there are differences in the numbers of refuges in Public Houses, nearly 300 people 

are staying in each house. These are Musa Anter, Ahmet Kaya and Mehmet Sincar Public Houses. 

Although the life conditions in public houses is not good, but the municipality give 3 times meal 

in these houses. One room is given to 13 or 15 people in public houses. Women and children are 

staying inside of house and men are staying in garden in Musa Anter public house. Local people 

are dedicated to providing financial, aids and moral support to Yazidis refugees. Aid tent set up 

in front of the municipal building as well as there are two different aid tent the city center. Also 

aids are collecting from neighborhoods by trucks.

In the same way 470 Yezidi were placed immediately on the Esentepe Social Facilities. Esentepe 

social facilities have a health worker, a help coordination team and a team for other needs for 

Yazidis people who have settled at there.

Apart from these, Batman Municipality has been placement Yazidis refugees to different houses 

and Municipality guest house. It is noteworthy that just Municipality of Batman providing the 

shelter for refuges.  It it possible health causes will appear in these conditions. But in these 

facilities the municipality is doing its best for accommodation and settlement of refugees.

On the other hand, some of the newcomers are settled in the existing nine villages around al-

Beshiri (Beşiri) district of Batman. Some of these villages are Uğurca, Fakire, Şemsiye, Oğuzbaşı, 

Kumgeçit. Also again with the support of Batman Coordination Center 23 was repaired for Yazidis 

refuges in Hamdullah village of Siirt province. Batman Municipality take responsibility to repair 

houses in the all villages.  Until today Batman Municipality repaired 93 houses in the village.  

Batman Coordination team sent the hygiene kits and food aids to Yazidis people who settled 

in Hamdullah village. Batman municipality is also trying to build a tent city for 2000 people in 

Uğurlu village. It is remarkable that the local people are economically help for buying tent.



Basic Problems and Request for Emergency Response

Migration of Yazidis because of the massacre create new situation related to the urgent 

intervention. 3200 Yazidis have immigrated to Batman within 10-15 days. 10 000 Yazidis will 

settle in the coming days. 20 000 Yazidis could come in the two months. All arrangements and 

preparations are done according to coming of approximately the 15 000 Yazidis. According to 

these datas, there is big need to respond to requirements of these people within the framework 

of the local capacities. There are two realities that we should take into considerations; one of 

this is a amount of the requirements and the other is amount of capacity of local resources. 

While public and Municipalities have showed intensified support in order for overcoming the 

crisis, insensitivity of international community could cause that current problems will turn to 

deep crises.

Coordination team informed us that there 

is a urgent need, such as tent, foods, and 

hygiene. They are ready for meeting this kind 

of assistance. In addition to this, we can say 

that the tents, hygiene kits and food have 

one of the first priorities. Apart from these, 

social and cultural activities should take 

place in a middle-term. Symptom of the war 

can be seen on the children. diarrhea and 

vomitting were observed. Pharmacist union 

has provided health-care up to now.

Exodus and anxiety and fear that have accompanied with make the problems deeper. Health 

team made health browsing. Coordination team has distributed food three times in a day on a 

regular basis. On the other hand, sustainability is the big problem in front of the all efforts by 

local people and authorities. Besides, most of the institutions said that we could support only 

Syrian refugee. It blocks the additional support to Yazidis. Solidarity and charity atsmosphere 

nowadays has potential to create tension in the short-term and transform from tension to crises 

in the long-term in case of lack of additional support.

To sup up, Batman is also meeting the problems with its own capacity like other cities. When 

we take into consideration limited capacity of the city, we could say that deficiency will affect 

more. There are about 25 000 Yazidis in the city. Local people had showed good effort to respond 

the problems of Syrian people. But international institutions such as UNHCR and EU should be 

included. Watching the crises from outside does not allow good and profound change on the 

road.
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